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Question: 1
There is only one subtype for DDM server probes. What function does that probe provide?
A - Monitors agents for failures
B - Monitors NRPC traffic for failure
C - Monitors administration requests for failures
D - Monitors the Domino server core task for failure
Answer: C
Question: 2
Mike, the Domino administrator, has configured Rooms & Resources across a cluster. When
multiple replicas or the resource database exist in the cluster, where is processing handled if all
the servers are available?
A - The user’s home server
B - The resource’s home server
C - The first cluster server available
D - The server closest to the physical location or the resource
Answer: B
Question: 3
Cherelle, the Domino administrator, is launching Server Health Monitoring for the first time. What
tasks are monitored by default for each server?
A - HTTP, SMTP, AdminP and the Amgr
B- The core server task, HTTP, SMTP and Adminp
C - No tasks until the administrator configures the monitoring for each server
D - All tasks currently running when the Server Health Monitor is first launched
Answer: D
Question: 4
Enrique, the Domino administrator has created a response file for a silent server installation.
What parameter must be run on the server to utilize this response file?
A - setup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt
B - nsetup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt
C - setup.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt
D - silent.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt
Answer: A
Question: 5
The Domino Console connects to the Controller over what default port?
A- 80
B- 1352
C- 1533
D- 2050
Answer: D
Question: 6
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